
Make the 
unknown 
known.
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End to end governance

Single, unified view showing your data’s origin, 
structure, consolidation, quality, and any  
changes it undergoes throughout its journey.
Combine data quality (DQ) and business control 
inventories, visualize DQ issues in context, speed  
up root cause analysis, and enhance data quality 
throughout the value chain.
Simplify and consolidate information sources 
enhancing discoverability and management of  
data during cloud migration or decommissioning.

Solidatus serves heavily regulated and data-complex organizations by providing an 
enterprise-wide data governance solution that goes beyond traditional data lineage 
and catalog offerings. With Solidatus, you can bring all the components of your data 
fabric into a single view – one that can be scaled and applied in endless ways.

Eliminate data blind spots and save 75% in costs
Complete transformation projects in six months 
versus three years

Reduce time to decision from months to minutes

The leading active metadata and 
connected governance platform

Beyond data lineage

Make the unknown known.

Connected catalog of catalogs

Consistent taxonomy of data definitions at the  
data element level making data easily accessible 
and understandable across all systems and 
applications.
Provide digitized and immutable proof of 
compliance, minimizing the manual effort and 
resources needed to prepare for examinations.

Build fast, automate and interrogate your data 

Bring your data governance blueprint to life with  
tags and links. Use display rules, filters, and views. 
Visualize relevant perspectives of your data 
environment and create persona-specific views. 
Tag sensitive data to understand how it flows  
and where it resides across the enterprise.
Trace regulatory obligations against policies, 
standards and processes.

Fully audited, collaborative workspaces

Leverage as-is, as-was, and to-be views of your 
data landscape for all your decision-making needs.
Automatically maintain an audit trail of any  
data changes with differences displayed along  
a timeline.
Maintenance can be shared, federated, and 
democratized. Experts can find, record, confirm,  
and share knowledge and insights from your data.

Unrivalled connectivity 

Supercharged and deep-level connectors  
analyze code, ETLs, BI reports, schemas, catalogs, 
glossaries, dictionaries, data types, data quality  
issues and more.
Automate technical lineage by parsing ETL logic 
and linking data flow and transformations to a 
standard schema, enabling data flow capture, 
modeling, and visualization within and between 
applications.
Take advantage of unlimited metadata ingestion 
through our ‘plug n play’ connectors, open API  
and SDK framework along with a suite of file  
import templates.



Make the unknown known.

Data-rich enterprises can meet:

Regulatory requirements
Drive digital transformation
Capture business insights and make more 
informed data-driven decisions

We provide solutions for several critical areas:

Governance and regulatory compliance
Data risk and controls
Business integration
Environment, Social and Governance (ESG)
Data sharing

A foundation with unlimited possibilities

Solidatus is helping us extend and integrate the metadata repositories we use to 
maintain our market-leading data complex. Solidatus is helping BNY Mellon drive 
better data outcomes.
Eric Hirschhorn 
Chief Data Officer, Bank of New York Mellon

Sid Mubashar
Head of Wholesale Credit & Lending Data and Monitoring, HSBC

With Solidatus, I can visualize the data model for each business outcome, manage 
the requirements of key stakeholders and provide greater clarity over the intricacies 
involved in addressing their requests. Only Solidatus gives you this level of control.

We’d love to hear your data 
challenges and show you how 
Solidatus can help. For a 
personalized consultation and 
demo, visit solidatus.com or 
email us at hello@solidatus.com

Solidatus empowers organizations to connect and visualize their data relationships, simplifying how they identify, 
access and understand them.

Solidatus’ clients and investors include top-tier global financial services brands such as Citi and HSBC, 
healthcare, and retail organizations as well as government institutions.
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